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Side-channel analysis attacks, particularly power analysis attacks, have become one of the major threats, that hardware designers
have to deal with. To defeat them, the majority of the known concepts
are based on either masking, hiding, or rekeying (or a combination of
them). This work deals with a hiding scheme, more precisely a powerequalization technique which is ideally supposed to make the amount of
power consumption of the device independent of its processed data. We
propose and practically evaluate a novel construction dedicated to Xilinx
FPGAs, which rules out the state of the art with respect to the achieved
security level and the resource overhead.
Abstract.
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Introduction

Unintended communication channels of a cryptographic device may leak information about the processed data. These channels  also known as side channels  can
be used to recover a secret key from the device. Targeting the power consumption
as a side channel, in the literature the corresponding attack is known as Power
Analysis (PA) attacks. As a powerful and low-cost attack vector, it makes use of
statistical dependencies between the processed data and the power consumption
of the cryptographic device. Amongst the known countermeasures, those which
are known as hiding techniques mainly try to reduce the exploitability of the
leakages [12]. To this end, one solution for hardware platforms is to equalize the
power consumption, and hence decorrelate the leakage from the processed data.
Such countermeasures usually follow the Dual-Rail Precharge (DRP) concept,
where the source of the data-dependent power consumption, i.e., transition in
transistors, is addressed. Among several such schemes, we can refer to SABL [27],
WDDL [28], DRSL [7], MDPL [21], and iMDPL [20], which have particularly
been designed for Application-Specic Integrated Circuits (ASICs). However,
due to the predened structure and limited routing resources, they cannot be
easily employed on Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). It is noteworthy
that several other works, e.g., [4, 811, 13, 14, 18, 22, 32], have already tried to
adopt the concept of DRP schemes to FPGAs. Such schemes reduce the vulnerability against PA attacks, but almost all of them suer from at least one of
the known major pitfalls: the early propagation eect, glitches, and imbalanced
routings. To the best of our knowledge, GliFreD [17] is of the rare FPGA-based
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solutions addressing all pitfalls by a massive utilization of Flip Flops (FFs). Note
that a more optimized variant of GliFreD has been introduced in [30].
In this work, as an FPGA-based power-equalizing solution, we introduce SafeDRP which also avoids the three aforementioned major problems. The selling
point of SafeDRP is its low resource overhead. More precisely, it signicantly
reduces the number of utilized FFs with the price of a more complicated control
logic. We investigate its eectiveness by a case study, i.e., an Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) encryption engine on a Kintex-7 FPGA. Our investigations
include resource overhead as well as practical side-channel analysis evaluations.
We further introduce a process on how to convert an unprotected circuit into its
SafeDRP-variant.
It is noteworthy that power-equalization schemes in general cannot fully avoid
the exploitability of leakages due to e.g., imperfection of balanced routings. Instead, in case of eective solutions, they can reduce the leakage interpreted by
e.g., lower Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) leading to harder attacks with respect
to the number of required side-channel measurements. Therefore, a combination
of such a solution with a sound masking scheme, e.g., Threshold Implementation (TI) [19], is known to provide a high level of practical security (e.g. [17]).
Hence, a suitable construction would be to implement a masked design under
the concept of SafeDRP. However, in order to solely examine the eectiveness of
SafeDRP, we considered an ordinary (not masked) design as the case study. Since
the concept of SafeDRP and GliFreD are relatively similar, the same security
achievements as in [17] are expected if TI and SafeDRP are merged.

2

Background
As the name says, the Dual-Rail Precharge (DRP) logic is a combination of

Dual-Rail (DR) logic and precharge logic. DR logic makes use of a dierential

a is encoded to (a, ā). Hence, a logic
(0, 1). In general, a DR gate expects

encoding of the signals, where every signal
Hi is encoded to

(1, 0)

and a logic Lo to

dierentially-encoded input signals, and also produces a dierentially-encoded
output. Therefore, a DR gate has a double number of input and output signals
compared to a functionally-equivalent single-rail gate. Commonly, the dierential
encoding of DR logic forms two networks which are often noted as positive and
negative network.
A circuit built upon precharge logic alternates between a precharge and an
evaluation phase. During the precharge phase, the gates of the circuit propagate
a predened constant value. During the evaluation phase, the gates evaluate the
data intended to be processed by the circuit. Hence, the input and output signals
of a circuit built in precharge logic are set to a constant value before the given
data set is processed.
The combination of both (DR and precharge) techniques forms the concept
of DRP logic. Hence, DRP uses a dierential encoding of their signals which
alternate between a precharge and evaluation phase. During the precharge phase,
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the encoded signals are set to a constant value, i.e.,

(0, 0)

or

(1, 1).
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Hence, at a

phase transition from precharge to evaluation exactly one of the wires changes
their state, i.e.,

(0, 0) → (1, 0)

or

(0, 0) → (0, 1)

(when precharge is

(0, 0)).

The

same holds for the transition from the evaluation phase back to precharge. This
behavior can be scaled from a single gate to a full circuit, which results in a
circuit with a constant number of wire transitions, independent of the data it
processes. Hence, following the DRP concept, a circuit forms a promising basis
to equalize the dynamic power consumption independent of the data it processes.
Beyond constant number of wire transitions, DRP schemes have to deal with
three major pitfalls. The rst pitfall is the early evaluation eect, which occurs if
the scheme shows a data-dependent time of evaluation. The second is known as

glitches, which are temporary, faulty transitions of a gate output signal. Thus,
the output should change only once per phase transition. Therefore, a DRP
scheme has to ensure that all input signals are stable at the gate's inputs before
it evaluates. The third problem is imbalanced routing, which occurs especially
in FPGAs due to the limited routing resources. The routing of the positive
and negative networks need to be identical with respect to their length, i.e.,
capacitance. Otherwise, the power consumption to load coupled wires will be
dierent and hence impede the aimed power equalization.
FPGAs are integrated circuits with reprogrammable logic cells. The cells
are organized on a grid. Every cell can be individually addressed by its X/Ycoordinates in the grid. The rst level of the hierarchy is the clock region. Next
the tiles group dierent classes of distinct elements in the grid, such as the
slices and specialized elements like Block RAM (BRAM) and Digital Signal
Processors (DSPs). A slice holds several Look-Up-Tables (LUTs) and FFs which
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are the basic elements in an FPGA . A LUT is the reprogrammable logic element
of the FPGA, it evaluates every Boolean function based on the conguration.
The LUT is realized by SRAM cells and a multiplexer tree. After each LUT a
FF or rather a latch is placed which can store the LUT's output.
The connection between all elements is realized by a routing engine. The
routes between the elements are reprogrammable as well. Reprogrammable switching matrices before a group of elements (e.g. two slices) connect these groups with
distinct hardwired routes. Beside the routes between the elements, an FPGA is
equipped with a clock network, since clock signals have usually a high fan-out
and need a minimal skew to guarantee the proper instantiation of synchronous
circuits. This clock network is also known as clock tree, which has a direct connection to every clocked element placed on the FPGA. Depending on the FPGA
architecture, the clock tree is able to reach non-clocked elements as well.
Our proposed scheme is implemented and evaluated on a Xilinx 7-Series
FPGA which makes use of the Vivado tool ow. The Vivado Design Suite is
used to synthesis, translate, map, and placed and route a Hardware Description
Language (HDL) code to generate a bitstream, which programs the FPGA. It
also supports the Tool Command Language (Tcl) command line interface and
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The exact number of available resources in an FPGA highly depends on its device
family and diers between the available architectures and manufacturer.
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scripting language which are essential for our work. With Tcl we are able to
manipulate objects within the design after each synthesis step.

3

Concept
The majority of cryptographic algorithms implemented on FPGAs are based

on the standard components like LUTs, FFs and latches. Hence, the concept
of SafeDRP focuses on these components. This does not automatically conclude
that other dedicated hardware components cannot be instantiated in a SafeDRPbased design. For instance, the inclusion of BRAMs may be achieved by adapting
a concept proposed in [3].

3.1

Controlling LUTs

In order to dene a proper DRP scheme we need to address the problem of early
evaluation and glitches. Therefore, we dene control signals to trigger the phase
transition of the LUTs. The number of used control signals, further referred as

active signals, highly depends on the underlying hardware and the logic depth
of the hardware design. Figure 1(b) shows the waveforms of four active signals,
connected to the simple circuit given in Figure 1(a). As shown, the active signals
are periodic and run at the same frequency. They are phase shifted to each other,
and come up with dierent duty cycles.
Each LUT is connected to one of the active signals which controls the LUT's
precharge and evaluation phases. Note that this grants no restriction to the
LUT's logical function but reduces the number of available inputs per LUT by
one. It is because the LUT functionality must be of the form

f 0 (x) = active ∧ f (x),

(1)

while the LUT evaluates at active =Hi and is set to precharge on active =Lo. In
order to avoid glitches at the LUT output, the active signal is supposed to be
the last arriving signal at the LUT to trigger the phase transition after all input
signals are stable. Therefore, consecutive LUTs are not connected to the same

active signal.
In detail, a combinatorial circuit is organized in LUT stages. The stage of a
LUT is dened by the maximum number of LUTs the input signals have to pass
to reach it. The LUTs with the same stage label are connected to the same active
signal. The active signals of consecutive stages are slightly phase shifted so that
they evaluate one after another. The reduced duty cycle ensures a glitch-free
transition from evaluation to precharge of the stages in reverse order. A small
exemplary circuit with corresponding waveforms is given in Figure 1
The active signals dene the phase transitions of the LUTs, and are hence
very critical signals which require a low skew. Therefore, the active signals are
routed via the special routing network called clock tree. To reach the rst LUT
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Fig. 1.

Visualization of the SafeDRP concept.

input (and the FF's reset pin), the clock tree is left in the switching matrix
attached to the slice. It is noteworthy that a switch matrix is limited to move
just two signals from the clock tree to the logic.

3.2

Controlling Memory Elements

FFs and latches play an important role in sequential circuits. In a DRP scheme,
a FF is mostly built on a master-slave fashion, as one of the two FFs must be
in precharge while the other FF holds the data value. Alternatively, it is not
mandatory to consecutively place the FFs in a design. To minimize the critical
path and hence increase the performance of a circuit, one of the FF stages can be
moved into the middle of the combinatorial circuit. This splits the combinatorial
circuit into two parts. The control signals of the circuit parts work inverse to
each other to keep the FFs alternating between precharge and evaluation. Hence,
either the rst part (LUTs and FFs) of the circuit is in precharge and the second
part evaluates or the other way around. This can be seen in Figure 1 as well. In
general, a combinatorial circuit can be split into an even number of parts while
every second part is connected to the same control signals. The number of parts
used to form the circuit depends on the circuit constraints. By increasing the
number of parts, the critical path will be reduced which results in a higher clock
frequency but also increases the latency of the circuit. Further, the overhead
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with respect to the number of FFs increases as well but does not necessarily
increase the area consumption of the design since the FPGA structure provides
a FF right after each LUT which left unused in most cases.
The FF provides the data for the subsequent part, and can hence be precharged only when all stages of the subsequent part are in precharge. On the other
hand, the data provided to be stored in the FF is just valid for a short period
of time. Hence, the precharge phase of the FF has to be handled very carefully.
SafeDRP handles this problem in two dierent ways which are depicted in Figure 1 as well. Both approaches make use of a reset signal which is phase shifted
to the last active signal of a circuit part prior to the FF.
The rst approach connects the reset signal to the reset pin of the FF and
precharges it at the rising edge of the reset signal. The last active signal of the
previous circuit part is also connected to the clock pin of the FF. The FF is
negative edge-triggered and stores on falling edge of the active signal. At this
time, the input signal of the FF is still valid and the subsequent circuit is in
precharge. The drawback of this technique is the additional global reset signal
which has to be moved from the clock tree to reset pin of the FF. As previously
noted, the number of signals that can be moved from the clock tree to the logic
is limited to two signals per Congurable Logic Block (CLB). This limitation
can lead to problems during the place and route process. An additional problem
of this method is the hold time of the LUT's data signal. At the falling edge of
the active signal, the LUT starts going to the precharge phase, and at the same
time the FF is triggered. If the wire between these two elements is too short,
the data signal becomes invalid before the FF is able to store its input, hence a

2

hold time violation .
The second approach replaces the edge-triggered FF with a level-triggered
latch. The reset signal is connected to the clock pin of the latch which will be
transparent at reset =Hi. Indeed, in this case the latch is not forced to reset, but
the reset signal plays the role of the enable signal of the latch. The reset signal
enables the latch slightly before the LUT (that is connected to the input pin of
the latch) evaluates. Hence, the latch rst passes the precharge value (which is
the prechagred LUT output), and then holds the output after the LUT output
is evaluated. Since all latches in a circuit should be controlled by the same reset
signal, this method requires the entire latches to be connected to the last LUT
stage of the underlying circuit part. In other words, the input of all latches should
be supplied by the LUTs from the same stage. Otherwise, the latch(es) might
not pass a precharged value.

3.3

Duplication

Facing the problem of imbalanced routing, the method proposed in [32] is utilized to create the positive and negative networks. Therefore, each cell from the
positive network (e.g. LUTs and FFs) needs to be cloned and inverted. First,

2

This failure appears on the Kintex-7 if the FF and the LUT controlled by the same
active signal are placed at the same slice.
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a single rail circuit (so-called positive network) which follows the principles explained above (Section 3.1 and Section 3.2) is fully placed and routed at a dened
area on the FPGA. Second, the positive network is copied and placed at another
equivalent reserved area on the FPGA while the relative routing and placement
is retained. Third, by inverting the functionality of the copied circuit, the negative network of the design is formed. Indeed, the combination of both circuits
follows the DRP denition and shows a balanced routing structure. More details
about the duplication process is given in Section 4.3

3.4

Resources & Limits
Every LUT stage of the circuit needs one active signal, also an additional

reset signal for the FF/latch is needed. Note that the invert of every active signal
of one circuit part exists in the other part, except for active signals connected to
the last LUT stage. Figure 2 shows that active2 and active5 or active3 and active6
are complementary. Therefore, the active signals of the rst part can be reused
in the second part, only the last LUT stage needs an individual active signal.
Note that, the active signals are not inverted for the second part. Instead, the
LUTs in the second part are congured to evaluate on active =Lo. It is useful to
have the same number of stages in both parts to share the most number of active
signals. In total,

d+1+2

active signals are required, where

logic depth of a circuit part,
and

2

1

d

is the maximum

individual active signal for the last LUT stage

reset signals for the two FF/latch stages. Since the clock tree is used to

distribute the active signals, the maximum logic depth is limited by the number
of available clock trees. For example, on the 7-Series FPGAs 12 clock trees exist
in every clock domain. Thus, the maximum logic depth for each circuit part is

d = 12 − 3 = 9.
The duplication concept requires to invert the functionality of every logical
element in the positive network. Some dedicated hardware components like the
DSPs or multiplexer are not invertible and hence not usable in this construction.
The active signal connected to the LUT reduces its functionality to an

(N − 1)-

to-1 LUT, i.e., in the 7-Series only 5-to-1 LUTs can be used rather than the
6-to-1 LUTs. The duplication process doubles the consumed resources as the
negative network is a copy of the positive network.
The maximum frequency of this construction strongly depends on the design,
i.e., the logic depth of the circuit parts which denes the number of active signals
and the critical path of every stage. Here the critical path is the maximal signal
delay between two consecutive LUT stages. The duty cycle

3

dened by its critical path

pi,max

dutyi

at stage

i

is

and the duty cycle of the subsequent LUT

stage. An exception is the last LUT stage, where the duty cycle depends only
on the critical path from the last LUT stage to the FF/latch. This results in

Since we reuse the active signals to control stages of all circuit parts, we should
consider the highest stage delay at all circuit parts.
3
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active

signals, the composition of their duty cycles

(
p1,max
dutyi ≥
2 · pi,max + dutyi−1

if

i=1

otherwise.

The frequency is dened by the rst LUT stage, as it has the highest duty
cycle (e.g.

active3

or

active6 ),

and a margin to reset the FF/latch. The active

signals are phase shifted in a way that the delay between the rising edges of

activei−1

and

activei

is

pi,max .

The duty cycle estimation and signal alignment

is visualized in Figure 2.
In a practical instantiation, the device capabilities limit the phase shift, duty
cycle and hence the frequency. For example, we can make use of the MixedMode Clock Manager (MMCM) to generate the control signals (more details in
Section 4.2), but its capabilities on the 7-Series FPGAs directly inuence the
discrete duty cycle steps and the minimal phase shift angle (see [31] for more
detailed information).
It is worth to note that all control signals should become active only when
the corresponding stage of the circuit is in the precharge phase in order to
introduce no glitches. For example, a multiplexer, which selects two dierent
signals, should only switch while both signals hold the precharge value. One can
use the last LUT stage's active signal as a control clock to switch the other part,
e.g. in Figure 2 the circuit connected to
while

4

active1

active4

to

active6

can be controlled

is Hi.

Tooling

Developing a design which follows the above-illustrated concept is an intensive task. To reduce the workload and support hardware designers, this section
introduces a tool ow which helps to transform arbitrary combinatorial circuits
written in HDL into circuits which follows the concept of SafeDRP. Since the
hardware design process highly depends on the FPGA architecture, we focus on
the Xilinx 7-Series and the associated Vivado tool ow.
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Circuit Mapping

As stated before, the phase transition of a LUT is determined by an active signal.
Following the concept of [17], the active signal should be connected to the rst
multiplexer stage, i.e., rst input pin of the LUTs. The Vivado tool ow does not
support this constraint to append an active signal to each LUT during synthesis.
Hence, it is required to map the HDL design into 5-to-1 LUTs and append the
control signals afterwards. Further, the maximal logic depth of a SafeDRP-based
circuit highly depends on the number of available clock trees, which requires to
add memory elements into large combinatorial circuits.
To synthesize, optimize, edit, and map a given HDL code we used ABC [2],
an open-source tool from the Berkeley Logic Synthesis and Verication Group.
The tool strongly supports the needs of our construction and is natively capable
to map a given HDL design into 5-to-1 LUTs. To reduce the manual overhead
of a hardware designer, we extended ABC by two functions. First, our modied
version of ABC is now capable to add memory elements to a combinatorial circuit
after a dened logic depth. Second, each 5-to-1 LUT of the mapped design is
replaced by a 6-to-1 LUT. Based on their logic depth, the corresponding active
signal is attached to the LUTs rst input pin which drives the rst multiplexer
stage. Further, the LUT's INIT attribute is extended to fulll Equation 1.

4.2

Placement Restrictions

Notwithstanding, for a large design  e.g. an AES round function  the place and
route algorithms of Vivado with standard settings could mostly not generate a
routable SafeDRP design or rather a design with a higher leakage than expected,
as the routing of non-clocking signals is challenging.
As stated before, we make use of clock trees to route active signals with low
skew. Hence, to generate the active signals we use an MMCM, which is hardwired
to the clock tree. The clock tree is also hardwired to each switch matrix located
in the CLBs. As given before, the limited resources of the switch matrix allows
to extend only two clock trees to data pins of the slices located in the CLB.
The placer is not aware of the constraint to connect the active signal to the
LUTs' rst input, and may also place two dierent LUT stages in one slice, which
results in an unroutable design. It may also happen that the active signal leaves
the clock tree at a dierent switching matrix and is routed via the routing fabric,
which results in a larger skew. Hence, the placement and the routing problem
need to be addressed. We consider two methods to overcome this problem. First,
the placer can be restricted to use just a single LUT per slice which obviously
results in a heavy area increase. Second, the placer is not restricted, but the
placement has to be corrected manually. Swapping the LUTs between nearby
slices can group the LUTs to from the same stage in one slice.

4.3

Design Duplication

The output of ABC forms just the positive network of SafeDRP. In order to
address the problem of imbalanced routing, SafeDRP adapts the duplication
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concept proposed in [32]. Hence, the placed-and-routed positive network is duplicated and inverted to form the negative network. The full duplication process
is split into the following sub-processes:
1. Place an additional instance of the positive network at a reserved area on
the FPGA and keep its placement and routing structure.
2. Invert the second instance's LUT functionality to form the negative network.
3. Logically connect all I/O signals of the negative network to the control logic.
4. Route the I/O signals of the negative network to the control logic.
Vivado includes the Tcl shell and scripting language, which is used to manipulate objects within the design. We are using a Tcl script to perform the
duplication process and no third party tool is needed to manipulate the objects within the design. First, all cells of the positive network are cloned. Our
script can deal with all primitives of the FPGA, which are in general LUTs,
FFs, latches, and clock buers. Consequently, a new object is created and all
properties are copied from the positive cell to the new (negative) cell. The set
of negative cell hence form the negative network of our scheme. To place the
cells of the negative network at a dierent location, a constant value is added
to the X-/Y-coordinate. Note that the addition of a constant to the location
coordinates does not change the relative placement structure between the cells
of the negative network. In order to invert the logic of the negative network, just
the LUTs' content are changed, since only the LUTs dene the logical function
of the design. The LUT content is adjusted to fulll Equation (2). The behavior
of the active signal is maintained, as mentioned before.

active ∧ fneg (x) = active ∧ fpos (x)

(2)

The routes of the positive network are cloned in a similar way. First, we have
to make a distinction between internal nets, i.e., nets which connect only cells
inside the SafeDRP-based circuit, and external nets, i.e., nets which connect the
SafeDRP-based circuit with the remaining design (control logic). Internal nets
contribute to the leakage and are important for the DRP logic, while external
nets do not contribute to the leakage. Similar to internal signals, the routes of the

active signal inside a clock region are kept equal during the duplication process.
The remaining part of the active signals used to reach the clock region is handled
separately and routed to the clock source. In order to route a given internal net
of the positive network, a new net is created and connected to the respective
negative cells. The routing information (located in the ROUTE property) of
the positive route is copied to its negative pendant. Since this information is
relative to its location and the relative placement of the negative network is
equivalent to the positive network, no further changes are needed. Next, the
external signals are connected to the negative network. Each connection of each
external signal is connected to its negative pendant. In the last step another run
of the Vivado routing algorithm is needed to route the external signals, while
the already existing routes are preserved.
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Evaluation

In a case study we examine the eectiveness of our construction by an roundbased AES-128 encryption on a Kintex-7 FPGA.
The used AES core is designed to compute one full round in one clock cycle.
For the S-Boxes the area optimized Canright S-Box [6] is employed. Figure 3
shows a block diagram of the nal design, while TraceGetter is a custom framework which provides a communication interface between the computer, oscilloscope and the targeted device. During the implementation, the ABC synthesizer
was queried until the AES core had a logic depth of 8, then the core was split-up
in the middle to get two equally-sized parts. FFs are used in front of Part 1
as the multiplexer before the FFs introduces enough delay that no hold time
violation occurs. Also, the multiplexer has no active signal, thus the reset signal
to the FF is the only active signal leaving the clock tree in the corresponding
switch matrix. Part 1 and Part 2 are divided by means of latches, i.e., the second
approach explained in Section 3.2. Here

382 latches are placed in front of Part 2.

In 222 cases a LUT, which is connected to the last active signal in Part 1, exists
right before the latch. The latch gets its precharge value from this LUT. If the
LUT that supplies the latch's input is not connected to the last active signal, a
pass-through LUT is inserted. This pass-through LUT is connected to the last

active signal to provide the precharge value to the latch (see Figure 1(b)). This
is done in the

160

remaining cases (222

+ 160 = 382).

We further have used an

MMCM and a Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) to generate the active signals.

5.1

Resource Utilization

To measure the resource overhead of our construction, we performed a normal
Place and Route (PAR) without any modications. We, in fact, replaced the
synthesized AES from ABC with the unmodied Verilog sources. In addition,
we implemented the same AES design under the concept of GliFreD to enable a
fair comparison. Table 1 shows the resources used for the AES core in SafeDRP
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Resource consumptions, comparison between a normally PAR (Plain), SafeDRP, GliFreD, and the improved GliFreD AES designs.
Table 1.

LUTs
Register
Slices
Latencya
Pipeline
Throughputb

SafeDRP
Improved GliFreD [30]
GliFreD
Doubled Single Doubled
Single
Doubled
3712
1856
3466
1733
3466
1276
638
11360
5680
22080
1296
648
11638
5819
15502
11
154
308
0
14
14
116
116
58

[17]
Single
1733
11040
7751

Plain
1262
256
392
11
0
116

a clock cycles
b MBit/s @ 10 MHz

both before and after duplication, the same for a corresponding GliFreD variant,
and the AES in plain. The resource consumption is doubled after the duplication
process, as all cells are duplicated, and no further cells are added. Comparing
the normally PAR design to the single-rail (SafeDRP/GliFreD) core, we get the
overhead by the reduced LUT input pins.
An overall comparison to plain design reveals a factor of 2.94 more LUTs and
3.30 more slices, while the number of registers has an overhead of a factor of 4.98.
The number of added registers (636 − 256 = 382) results from cutting the circuit
into two parts. Compared to the improved GliFreD, the number of registers

5680
638 ≈ 8.9. In order to examine the
overhead of the 5-LUT design, we need to subtract the 160 pass-through LUTs

is drastically reduced, i.e., by a factor of
from the

1856

LUTs used in the single-rail design. Since these delayed LUTs

are added in order to precharge the latches, they add no overhead for the 5LUT design. Therefore, the overhead of the 5-LUT design compared to plain

1856−160
= 1.343, while the 5-LUT design can slightly reduce the number of
1262
LUTs compared to GliFreD (4-LUT) (1856 − 160) = 1696 < 1733. Including
is

the pass-through LUTs, the number of LUTs is slightly increased by SafeDRP
compared to GliFreD.
Table 1 also shows the throughput for the three considered designs. Since
SafeDRP does not form any pipeline, its throughput  at the same frequency
 is the same as the plain design, but it outperforms the rst GliFreD variant
due to the high number of pipeline stages of GliFreD. However, the GliFreD
design can operate at an extremely higher frequency compared to SafeDRP,
whose frequency is limited by the logic depth and the performance of the employed MMCM. Therefore, at maximum frequency the GliFreD design has a
much higher throughput than its SafeDRP variant. Our design reaches up to

81 MHz,

as the critical path in each stage is

≈ 1.1 ns.

In order to increase the

frequency, one could insert pipeline stages as usual or enhance the placement
process, as stated before.
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Measurement Setup

We used a SAKURA-X evaluation board [1], equipped with a Kintex-7 XC7K160T
FPGA, which hosts the investigated AES core(s). The power consumption is
measured by a PicoScope 6402B at

1.25 GS/s.

Between the measurement points

on the SAKURA-X and the PicoScope, we placed two Mini-Circuits ZFL-1000LN+
AC ampliers to amplify the signal. A trigger generated by the targeted FPGA
ensures well-aligned traces.
We developed three dierent proles of our design to examine the eectiveness of our construction, while we activate and deactivate the dierent protection
mechanisms between the proles. All modications are done on the placed-androuted design, which keeps the placement and routing untouched and hence
allows a fair comparison.





Prole 1 is the reference prole, in which the SafeDRP design is untouched.
In Prole 2 the duplicated negative circuit is removed to test the Dual-Rail
concept.
In Prole 3 the duplicated negative circuit is removed, the precharge of the
LUTs and FFs/latches are turned o and the LUTs are always active.

It should be noted that Prole 3 is a fully unprotected AES core. The only
dierence to a normal AES circuit is the unused rst input pin of the LUTs (by
constantly keeping the active =Hi) and the delay LUTs in front of the latches.
We run the AES core at a frequency of

1.1 µs.

10 MHz, thus one encryption requires

An exemplary trace per prole are displayed in Figure 4, which cover

the full 2,000 measured sample points. The encryption starts around point
and terminates around point

1670.

230

The plaintext bytes for each encryption are

randomly selected from a uniform distribution and the key is kept constant.

5.3

Side-Channel Analysis

We used dierent side-channel analysis methods in order to quantify leakage
reduction caused by SafeDRP. We applied




Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) [12] which examines how large the exploitable
signal compared to the available noise is,
Information-Theoretic (IT) metric [24] that gives an overview about the
information available in the side-channel leakages with respect to the concept



of information theory,
Correlation Power Analysis (CPA) [5] with the Hamming Weight (HW) and
Bit models to get an impression about the required number of traces of



common key-recovery attacks, and
Moments-Correlating DPA (MC-DPA) [16] attack to relax the necessity of
a suitable power model in case of CPA, and examine the exploitable leakage



through rst-order leakages.
Semi-x vs. random Welch's t-test [23] which gives an overview about the
existing detectable leakage.
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Fig. 4.

Exemplary power traces.

Fig. 5.

SNR curves.

Power-equalization schemes are designed to reduce the SNR and make the attacks harder. Therefore, we limit our investigations to univariate rst-order analyses. Thus, every method is conducted on each sample point separately. For each
design, we measured

n = 10, 000, 000

traces, and all attacks and analysis meth-

ods  except the t-test  make use of the entire measured traces while focusing
on the rst key byte.

var(signal)
var(noise) . Following the procedure given in [12], we
rst categorize the traces by the value of the targeted plaintext byte and estimate
We start with

SN R =

the mean and variance for each group. Then the variance of the means states
the

var(signal)

since the average over each group represents mostly the noise-

free signal depending on the underlying plaintext byte value. Further, the mean
over the variance traces determines the

var(noise).

Figure 5 shows the SNR

curves based on the rst plaintext byte of all proles. No high non-sensitive
peak is visible as the plaintext is applied to the circuit before the measurement
and encryption start. Comparing Prole 2 and Prole 3, the precharge and
evaluation of the LUTs and FFs/latches could only slightly reduce the SNR.
However, when it is combined with DR, i.e., Prole 1, the SNR is reduced by a
factor of

0.055/0.00018 ≈ 313.

By Information-Theoretic (IT) analysis [24] we can measures the amount of
exploitable information by estimating the mutual information. Since our construction is a realization of hiding schemes and we limit our analyses to rst
order, in order to estimate the Mutual Information (MI) we can estimate the
conditional entropy by means of Probability Density Functions (PDFs) based on
Gaussian distributions. To this end, we can re-use the mean and variance traces
estimated for the SNR. The resulting curves are given in Figure 6. The results
are similar to the SNR; comparing Prole 1 and Prole 3, mutual information
reduced by a factor of

≈ 265.
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Fig. 6.

Mutual information curves.

Fig. 7.
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CPA attack results, HW model.

We also conducted the commonly-used CPA attacks with dierent power
models. We have rst examined the attacks with HW of the S-Box output, which
all led to unsuccessful key recovery. The reason is the underlying architecture
of our case study, where the S-Box outputs are not stored in registers. Instead,
the design has two FF stages (see Figure 3). The rst FF stage contains the
plaintext in the rst round. After the rst round, the output of the MixColumns
is saved in these FFs. In order to predict the value of these FFs, at least 4 key
bytes need to be guessed. Hence, we focus on the latches after Part 1, which are
easier to predict.
We should emphasize that our design somehow merged the S-Boxes with
their subsequent MixColumns. However, the latches are placed before the end
of the S-Box calculations. It means that every latch bit depends on only one
plaintext byte and one key byte. Further, for each state byte (plaintext XOR
key) between 18 and 30 latches have been instantiated, which is mainly caused by
the application of ABC's synthesis algorithms and the fact that ABC synthesizes
the full AES round. Figure 7 depicts the result of the CPA attacks with the HW
of the intermediate values, i.e., value of the latches. In the graphics, the curve
for the correct key candidate is plotted in black while that of other candidates
in gray. The attack is unsuccessful for Prole 3, since the latches in this Prole
never become precharged. We did not change the power model to HD in Prole 3
since the distance is hard to predict in the rst round. As well a comparison with
an attack in the last round to the rst round would not be fair. However, we can
already observe the advantage of Prole 1 over Prole 2. More precisely, due to
the quadratic inverse relation between the correlation and the required number

ρ2 ∝ n1 , we can conclude that the attack on Prole 1
≈ 816 times more traces comapred to that on Prole 2.

of traces [12], i.e.,
around

2
0.1
0.0035

needs
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Fig. 8.

CPA attack results, bit model.

Fig. 9.

MC-DPA results.

To conduct a successful attack on Prole 3, we considered the bit model as
well, i.e., correlating the traces to a predicted certain latch bit. We have examined
all latches independently; the result of the best attack (on Prole 3) is shown by
Figure 8. In this case, the advantage of each prole compared to the others can
be observed. For example, the eect of precharge concept, i.e., Prole 2 versus
Prole 3, can be expressed by


0.2544 2
0.0599

duplication (i.e., Prole 1 versus

≈ 18 times more traces, and the eect of

0.0599 2
Prole 2) can be seen by
≈ 213 more
0.0041

traces to exploit the leakage.
The feasibility of such CPA attacks strongly depends on the soundness of the
underlying hypothetical power model, i.e., its linear relation to the actual leakage
of the device. Therefore, we applied MC-DPA attack [16] as a sophisticated
scheme that relaxes such a necessity and does not require any predened power
model. We used the proled version of MC-DPA, where the rst
are used to generate the proles, and the second

n/2

n/2

traces

traces for the attack.

Figure 9 shows the correlation curves as the result of the attack on all proles.
The attack successfully recovers the correct key for all proles. This is indeed
expected because SafeDRP as am power-equalization scheme  can only reduce
the leakage, which results in a higher number of required traces for a successful
attack. With respect to the concept of MC-DPA that can exploit any rst-order
leakage independent of the actual leakage function of the device, we can conclude
that our construction Prole 1 succeeds in reducing the exploitable leakage with
respect to the number of required traces. Comparing the results, the attack on


0.195 2
≈ 338 and
0.0106
Prole 2 and Prole 3 respectively.
Prole 1 needs


0.230 2
0.0106

≈ 470

more traces compared to

We also used the Welch's t-test [23] to quantify the leakage of our proposed
scheme using

1, 000, 000

traces. Following the same procedure in [29], we ap-
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Fig. 10.
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Welch's semi-x vs. random t-test using 1, 000, 000 traces.

plied the semi-x vs. random test to discard the leakage associated to plaintext/ciphertext. Prior to each measurement, a coin is ipped thereby selecting
the plaintext from either the semi-x or the random poll. The random plaintexts
are selected from a uniform distribution, while the semi-x plaintextes have been
pre-computed in such a way that half of the cipher state (i.e., 64 bits) at the
fth round is lled by zero. Figure 10 shows the results of the t-test, where the
reduction in leakage is visible again between the proles. It is noteworthy that
due to the memory eect of the employed amplier [15], the detected leakage
still appears after the fth cipher round.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we introduced a novel equalization scheme SafeDRP and presented
a general method to transform unprotected circuits into SafeDRP logic. By an
AES implementation in SafeDRP as a case study we practically evaluated the
eectiveness of SafeDRP to reduce the exploitable leakage resulting in hardening
the key-recovery attacks.
In almost all duplication schemes, the power consumption of the positive and
negative networks are still slightly dierent caused by process variations, dierent temperatures, aging of cells, and the chip internal supply voltage dierences.
Further, dierent times of evaluation are caused by e.g., the skew of the control

4

signals . Therefore, similar to the other power-equalization schemes, SafeDRP
cannot completely avoid the leakage, but the practical results showed its success
to extremely reduce such leakages. As a side note, for a complete practical protection such power-equalization techniques, e.g., SafeDRP, should be combined
with proper masking schemes, e.g., the case shown in [17].
Apart from its high level of security, the advantage of SafeDRP over the
known and similar schemes is its low overhead. Compared to the GliFreD scheme,
SafeDRP reaches a slightly higher factor of reduced leakage. GliFreD reduces the
SNR and MI by a factor of

≈ 100

(SafeDRP

≈ 300).

The number of required

traces and the factor for the CPA and MC-DPA attacks is mostly the same
for both schemes. This leads to the following assumption: GliFreD's analysis
is done on a

45 nm

FPGA, while this case study is done on a

28 nm

FPGA.

Thus the smaller manufacturing process most likely causes the reduced leakage.

4

Such features are already used for identication purposes [25] as well as randomness
generation [26].
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Nevertheless, the tested SafeDRP-based AES design uses fewer resources than
a GliFreD-based design. With the cost of a more complicated control logic and

7%

more LUTs SafeDRP requires only

11%

of the FFs which are essential in

corresponding GliFreD design.
Future research might be the adaptation of a dierent duplication strategy,
as the separate true and false DRP cores could exploit some leakage in a localized
EM attack.
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